; however, we shall be concerned with the free end point problem in that we impose no boundary conditions on the functions for which (1.1) is proved. For a discussion of the relation between calculus of variations and equation (1. 2) the reader is referred to the book by Bliss [2] , or that by Weinstock [18] ; for a discussion of free end point problems see Bliss [2] or Akhiezer [l] .
We shall make considerable use of the Dirichlet formula for the differential expression M (1.4) J>i/T + *i/i2j -\pjnba + /> [/] and while this result always holds in the regular case it may or may not hold in the singular case.
In the latter case we quote results from [6] , [7] and [8] which enable us to make use of (1.4) in the singular case also.
The spectral theory of equation (1.2) plays an important part in these problems and, indeed, the real number p0 in (1.1) is determined by the requirement that it should be the minimum point in the spectrum of certain differential operators generated by (1.3) in the Hilbert function space L (a, b). This was recognized early in the development of the theory of the calculus of variations; see in particular the memoir by Lichtenstein [13] and the classic account to be found in the The basic conditions required on the real-valued coefficients p and q are:
(1) Regular case.
(2) Singular case. In the singular case we need additional conditions on the coefficients p and q in order to secure T(a) as a selfadjoint operator with a spectrum that is bounded below.
We shall discuss the problem under two distinct conditions as follows: or an alternative proof in [9] . As in the regular case, if we now define AQ(a)
to be the smallest number in the spectrum of T(a), we have the inequality (2-6) (7(a)/, /) > A0(a)(/, /) (/ e 3)(a)).
We introduce here for use below a notation for the spectrum of a selfadjoint operator T in L , where we follow the account in §4 of [4] . The resolvent set of T is p(T); the spectrum o\T), which is a closed set of the real line R, is 
X -• oo
The proof of (2.8) will be found in [6] and then in §3 of [7] ; it is shown there that (2.8) holds for all /, g £ A but an examination of the proof shows that it extends if this condition is relaxed to / £ A, g £ D. The proof of (2.9) is found in [9, Theorem 2], again for /, g £ A but the extension to / £ A, g £ D also follows from the analysis given there.
With these results we may state the Dirichlet formula in the singular case:
(a) in the bound condition
All three separate integrals involved in these formulae are absolutely convergent.
We are now in a position to state the results to be proved in this paper. Then the following inequality is valid:
where the real number p0 is defined by (2.12) p0= infa(T(n/2, it/2)); that is, ¡in. is the smallest eigenvalue of the operator Tin/2, 7J-/2), which is bounded below in L ia, b). where in both cases the real number p0 is defined by p0 = inf a{T(n/2)); that is, pn z's the smallest number in the spectrum of the operator T(n/2), which is bounded below in L (a, oo).
// p0 £ Pa(T(n/2)) u PCo-(T(?t/2)), then there is equality in (2.13) or (2.14)
if, and only if, there is a complex number c such that f = cipQ, where tp0 z's an eigenfunction for T(n/2) corresponding to pQ.
If p0 £ Co~(T(n/2Y), then there is equality in (2.13) or (2.14) if, and only if, with a corresponding result with p = 1 in the integrable condition.
We now compare We use the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 3. We have g £ A, g' = A, g'(0) = <p(0) = g'(X) = A(X) = 0 = g(X) and (3) (4) j~p\f-g'\2 = Sjlf'-g'l2 + J>'2 < P(X), + e,,
where P(X) = max¡p(x): x 6 [a, X]¡. It now follows from Lemma 2 that (3.7) J"\-/|2<4fl + 6(X-a)277.
Next we note that -(/(a) -g(a)) = -(/(A) -g(X)
Now we multiply both sides of (3-6) by \q\, integrate, and apply Lemma 2 to obtain (3.8) fX\q\\g -f\2<4el+ 6r,(X -a)fX\q\.
The plan now is to use (3.4), (3.7), and (3-8) to establish the inequalities in the conclusion of the theorem. It will be convenient to use the notation ||i/>||2 = /~|<A|2> ||>A|lx = fXl^l2 for a function ifj in L2(a, oo). In this notation we have |/r/2-j:g2|<iii/ii-i^ii!(n/ii-w) < uz-«n (ii/n+iigii) -(¡y-s\2+p2)i/2( 11/11+m).
But ||g|| = ||g||x < ||/||x + \\g -f\\x < 11/11 + \\g -f\\x. Hence it follows from (3.7)
and Lemma 2 that (3.9) ifr/2 -j7*2| < [5fi+6(x-«w^m+(4fi+6(x-*>v/2i.
Similarly, it follows from (3.4) and Lemma 2 that Next we note that /iHI/2-^2l=/i^ill/l-lgl|(l/! + |g|)
But from this last inequality and (3-8) we have Then it follows from (3.11), (3.12) and Lemma 2 that Suppose now that f2 > 0 given . We can assume that í, < 1 and choose f, < f2/l0, choose X as in Lemma 2, and then choose r¡ such that P(X)r) < f,, 67;(X -a) f \q\ < fj, 6(X -a) 7? < fj, and choose A and g as indicated above.
Then it follows from (3-9) that We note that the conclusion of the corollary can be obtained under weaker hypotheses, but the corollary as stated is adequate for our purposes. But we have already established that (1.1) holds on JX77/2). This contradiction implies that (1.1) also holds on D.
To show that the inequality obtained is best possible, and to consider the case of equality we consider separately the situation when (a) pn e Po-(T(tt/2)) U PGr(7(77/2)) and (b) p0 £ C(T(n/2)).
When (a) holds, that is, p0 e Pa(T(n/2)) U PCa(T(n/2)), then it is clear from (2.10) and (2.11) that equality in (1.1) holds when / = cip Q. Conversely, if / is a function in D for which equality holds in (1.1), then a direct application of the corollary of Theorem 4, with q replaced by q -p0 in (4.1) and (1.3), yields the conclusion that -ipf) + qf = p,J.
We have already noted that this differential equation is in the limit point case, and therefore any L solution must be a multiple of i/fg. But by definition of D, f is in L ia, &>) and therefore / is a constant multiple of \fi 0.
We consider now the case when (b) holds; i.e. p0 £ CoiTin/2)).
To show that p0 is the best possible constant it is sufficient to show that (2.15) is satisfied.
From the analysis in §14.9 of Naimark [14] , we obtain the existence of a sequence We turn now to the case of equality. (i) When 0 < r < 2 Pa(T(n/2)) = PCct(7(t7/2)) = 0, Cct(7(t7/2)) = [O, 00);
i.e. p0 = 0.
(ii) When T = 2 Pa(7(77/2)) = PCa(7(rz/2)) = 0 , Cff(7(7z/2)) = U, «);
i.e. p0 = lA.
(Hi) When 2 < 7 < 00
Co-(7(t7/2))= PCa(7(7z/2)) = 0, Po-(T(»t/2)) « {p,: /= 0, l. (iii) When 2 < 7 < 00, f°fxTf'2 > pQ> Y4 (f e D, f~t2 = 1), with equality in (iii) if and only if / is a multiple of the eigenfunction of (7.1) corresponding to p0 tot /'(1)=0.
Let a = 0 and (2) p(x) = 1 (x £ [O, 00)), for some r f [l, »), q £ Lr(0, «.).
In this case we can obtain a lower bound for inf\a{T(n/2))\ from an extension of the analysis given in the proof of the Theorem of §7 in [8] . The method used in [8] to obtain a lower bound for the spectrum of 7(0) may be extended to prove the same bound for 7(77/2) and so gives the following result p0 = inf!a(7(zr/2))!>-(2r-l)2-(2r-2)/(2r-1>r-2r/(2r-1)/r|a|'y/(2r-1).
If we substitute this result in (2.14) then we obtain an inequality for / £ D in which only q appears explicitly. Two examples are These two examples should be seen in the case when a takes negative values in [0, oo) or even when q is unbounded below.
In both examples we have Cff(r(ff/2)) U PCa(7(z7/2)) = [0, oo), Pa(7(zz/2)) C (-oo, 0) and Pa may be empty but can be infinite with a limit point at 0; if Pct/ 0 then p0 < 0 and will be the smallest (isolated) eigenvalue of 7(zr/2). For the properties of 0(7(77/2)) in these examples see [8, §l] 
